ABB ABILITY™ CYBER SECURITY SERVICES

ABB Ability™ Cyber Security Analytics
Security Dashboard

Maintenance with more quality and less time spent. The ABB Security Dashboard will support you in establishing your security levels.

As all the ABB Cyber Security Services you use are included in the dashboard, you get all the security-relevant data in a centralized way, using one interface.

It is no easy task being in charge of cyber security. Staying up-to-date with security requirements and defending against cyber threats takes a lot of effort. Some tasks must be done on a daily basis, such as updating the virus signatures, checking if there are any Windows security patches available, or monitoring and checking the backups.

In addition, there are many other time-consuming aspects, such as managing remote support access, production of system backups and monitoring of system or application events. Fast and appropriate reactions to cyber threats play a decisive role in system security.

We know how difficult this is.

Improve your business processes, being able to manage and maintain your security level in a clear and easy way. The ABB Security Dashboard is easy to operate. All its functions are intended to provide top performance and security.

Support via the Security Dashboard
We have optimized these processes, putting all the relevant information in an application. It will enable you to do your work faster and with better quality. The ABB Security Dashboard has been developed to support you in your daily activities.
Dashboard functions

Monitoring functions
- Status displays for security-relevant updates of virus signatures, security patches and backups.
- Security information about the status of your system software and hardware.

Management functions
- Opening of ABB support cases using an integrated e-mail function.
- Simplified operation of your remote access and any related user accounts.
- Provision of security-relevant messages and 800xA alerts.

Maintenance functions
- Updating of virus signatures, security patches and backups with one click on the 800xA nodes of your choice.
- Emergency functions for quick reactions to threats; any network traffic in your automation network can be switched off and back on.

Optimize your daily procedures
It takes time and effort to achieve an optimum security level; however, it is even more difficult to maintain one, once it is achieved.

In addition to virus signatures, security patches and backups, security reports and 800xA alerts must be monitored and assessed on a daily basis, and any resulting actions must be planned and implemented.

The Security Dashboard will support you in detecting and assessing status information and enable quick and timely corrections.

The ABB recommendations offer the best balance between maintaining an appropriate level of security and cost-effective budget planning.